Identification and characterisation of functional bombesin receptors in human astrocytes.
Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) demonstrated the presence of bombesin BB2 receptor mRNA but not bombesin BB1 receptor or bombesin BB3 receptor mRNA in cultured human astrocytes. Neuromedin C hyperpolarised human astrocytes in whole-cell current and voltage clamp recordings and increased the intracellular free Ca(2+) ion concentration ([Ca(2+)](i)) in single astrocytes. Treatment with neuromedin C caused larger and more frequent increases in [Ca(2+)](i) than those triggered by neuromedin B, with 96% and 78% of cells responding, respectively. The stimulatory effects of neuromedin C were inhibited significantly by treatment with U73122 or the bombesin BB2 receptor antagonist [D-Phe(6), des-Met(14)]bombesin-(6-14) ethylester. A Fluorometric Imaging Plate Reader (FLIPR) was used to measure [Ca(2+)](i) in cell populations. Neuromedin C was approximately 50-fold more potent than neuromedin B in elevating [Ca(2+)](i) in astrocytes and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells expressing human bombesin BB2 receptors (hBB2-CHO). However, in CHO cells expressing the bombesin BB1 receptor hBB1-CHO, neuromedin B was 32-fold more potent than neuromedin C. [D-Phe(6), des-Met(14)]bombesin-(6-14) ethylester was a partial agonist in hBB1-CHO cells (E(max)=55%) but was a noncompetitive antagonist in both hBB2-CHO cells and astrocytes. These studies report the first identification of functional bombesin receptors on cultured human astrocytes and have demonstrated that the bombesin BB2 receptor contributes significantly to astrocyte physiology.